Associated Architects
Accelerating projects and collaborating more closely with
other project teams thanks to Ideate BIMLink

Meet Associated Architects

With 28 RIBA Awards and 7 Civic Trust Awards, Birminghambased Associated Architects is a design-led architectural
practice renowned for its work in the education sector.
In addition to schools and universities, the company has
a strong track record in commercial buildings and urban
regeneration schemes.

Formed in 1968 Associated Architects has a
broad experience of building, both in terms
of design and project delivery that has
driven the skills, knowledge and ambition
within its team to manage highly complex
schemes.
Among these are landmark buildings and facilities such
as the University of Leicester Centre for Medicine (one of
the largest Passivhaus buildings in Europe), the 10,000sq.m
University Innovation Centre at the University of Leeds,
and the West Midlands Construction University Technical
College in Wolverhampton.

Services provided:
Strategic consultancy
Training
Ideate BIMLink software
Revit software
The Challenge - The simplest way to get
the job done faster, with greater team
interaction

In the early days of BIM development, whilst architects
were enthusiastically embracing the operational efficiency
benefits of BIM, very few contractors were ‘BIM capable’.
Associated Architects was accustomed to creating its own
BIM execution plans to bring in standard terms, protocols
and data set-ups to provide a framework guiding how
other consultants could work with Associated Architects
within a Revit environment. It was a bespoke approach,
fit-for-purpose but lacking the potential for full integration
with other organisation’s software solutions.
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Associated Architects
“Excitech’s clear vision about the practical benefits of Ideate
BIMLink, above all in making collaboration far easier with
other companies as well as internally, was pivotal in helping
us deliver a major BIM Level 2 project.”
David Simpson
Associate and BIM Manager, Associated Architects
Making sense of complexities

Associated Architects were appointed by a leading
Midlands university to design and deliver the first phase of
a new campus development, with one of the deliverables
at completion being a validated data rich BIM model of
the completed building for the university to use in their
iPad-based Facilities Management (FM) solution. This was
clearly the shape of things to come, as David Simpson,
Associate and BIM Manager at Associated Architects
explains:
“We first came into contact with Excitech when they were
advising this university’s main contractor, on the use of BIM
360 Field to meet the FM requirement. This would entail
vast amounts of data coming into the mix and we needed
to find out how to handle that efficiently and swiftly,
making sure that data was consistent across all companies
involved in the project. Excitech was an obvious choice to
guide us through the complexity of choices on the market
and get us quickly up to speed with our client’s project
management requirements.”

could commonly occur in the area of installed data for the
FM model – model numbers and warrantee information,
for example – clashing with items supplied by subcontractors who were not BIM literate. Excitech were able
to recommend Ideate BIMLink as a commercially available
solution.
Ideate BIMLink makes data more easily usable by offering
inclusive access and ease of use whether users are Revitcapable or not. Revit software users can push information
into Microsoft Excel for review and editing, and then pull
volumes of updated, precise, and validated BIM data
back into the Revit model with speed, ease, and accuracy.
This improves quality control by eliminating manual errors.
It also reduces costs by speeding up user interaction with
the master model, without requiring Revit trained users or
software.

The Solution - Discovering a new way of
doing things

Excitech’s experience with the main contractor served as
a showcase for its abilities in understanding how to handle
vast amounts of data on an ambitious construction project.
Excitech had assisted the main contractor in evaluating
an array of FM software platforms. The critical requirement
was to avoid the errors and wasted time that can arise
through double-handling of data by enabling a trustworthy
method of updating the geometry in the design models
with data from the supply chain. Such double-handling
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Associated Architects
The Result - The top five efficiency gains for
Associated Architects
Simpson says the results have been of “broad ranging
positive impact across the business”. The company
identifies five prominent areas of improvement:

• Automation of tasks: Improved productivity in terms of
dealing with rooms and schedules of areas has created
time savings per project of several days. The Excel room
schedule can be imported into Revit, enabling the
creation of corresponding un-placed room objects in
Revit.
This schedule can be automatically tracked against the
brief and room sizes can be compared between design
and brief. The results are exported out for incorporation in
Stage Reports to achieve Client sign-off of the emerging
design against the brief.

Support into the future

The university’s 2020 strategic estates strategy identifies a
series of major developments, encompassing between
six and eight new buildings. The entire estate will deploy
an iPad-based FM solution to improve planned and
preventive maintenance to protect the value of the new
assets and control costs. For these reasons they required
one suite of software to design, construct and manage
their projects, and ensure collaboration from design
through to handover.
“Excitech’s introduction of Ideate BIMLink to Associated
Architects, together with the support it gave both to major
contractors on the project as well as to our university client,
helped us deliver this important piece of business. Excitech
have proved to be of immense value to us and we’ll be
relying on their support into the future.” says Simpson.

• Simplicity: Associated Architects can now also create
their own room datasheet spreadsheets directly from
the data held in the Revit room objects; a process
previously only achievable in Excel but not in Revit. The
interoperability between Revit and Excel means that
architects can create an A3 page per room, including all
the data required, share with the team and stakeholders
and pass to and from Revit.
• Improved drawing management efficiencies: Time is
now saved on the process of exporting drawings to meet
the specified document naming standards which amounts
to several weeks per project. Documentation of drawings
issued is easier and more reliable; a critical consideration
for the company’s Quality Assurance processes and
adhering to its ISO 9001 standards.
• Faster data manipulation: Different types of data (doors/
finishes for example) including manufacturer data can be
exported and imported enabling Associated Architects
to publish data subsets in line with the COBie schema, an
essential requirement of projects requiring UK Government
Level 2 BIM.
• Visibility: The ease with which architects can now import
Excel CSV formatted lists of site survey points direct from
site surveyors to create 3D point objects in the model had
reduced a 2- to 3-day manual process down to 15 minutes,
allowing for faster update of the model to reflect site
conditions.
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